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If you’re right more than 50% of the time... you’re
lying...
Not sure exactly who said this, but they were talking about making predictions. It’s just a fool’s errand to try to look too
precisely into the future. Unfortunately, this is what we all must do when dealing with our investments.
COVID has been a real disruptor to
everyone’s daily lives but surprisingly
not a big disruptor to the stock market

averages. The S&P 500 registered a total
return of 31.5% in 2019, 18.4% in 2020
and 28.7% this past year. Will our luck
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run out in 2022? We have already had
three great years of gains, valuations are
stretched, inflation is heating up, the
Fed is about to increase rates, and who
knows how bad Omicron, or “Son of
Omicron” will get? So, stocks may fall.
On the other hand, consumers are
still flush with cash, many investors are
sitting on big stock market gains, corporate profits are expected to be up 10%,
and wages are rising. So, the market
upswing could continue.
Where do we stand? Our crystal ball
is too cloudy to know all the answers
here. We think it is better to control
what we can, not predict what we can’t.
And what can we control? Jason Zweig
recently noted in TheWall Street Journal
that there are two things we can control
-- our habits and our discipline. We
can choose an investment strategy that
makes the most sense for our age and
our risk tolerance, invest in a balance of
riskier stocks and less risky bonds, and
then – just do nothing. Go sit quietly in
your room and exercise extreme sloth.
Set it and forget it works.
- Eric Hanson

Source: The Wall Street Journal
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COMPANY UPDATE

By Julie Won

A look under the hood at H+D...

It’s been one year since Hanson + Doremus moved to leadership under Sven Eklof, Art Wright, and Julie Won, and
we’re pleased to say it’s been a successful one. Though Eric Hanson & Anne Doremus (the H and the D in our logo)
stepped down from management at the end of 2020, much about the firm remains the same, and Eric and Anne are still
very much with us.
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SEMICONDUCTORS

By Julie Won

Money is not always enough at the leading edge...

The Wall Street Journal recently reported that two Chinese semiconductor foundries just went under and now are among
the nation’s six failed chip making projects the last three years. China has thrown billions into building an independent
semiconductor industry, but it hasn’t been easy. Throwing money at the problem hasn’t been enough.
Everyone knows China wants semiconductor independence. Semiconductors
are strategic, they are in everything,
and everyone needs them. Beijing has
committed over $50 billion to support the industry since 2014, and local
governments have thrown in even more.
But China still is far behind – some say
a decade or more. Even if China can
design advanced chips – and private
companies like Baidu and Alibaba are doing just that – being able to manufacture
at the leading edge is a different story.
The playbook China has used for other
industries – invest, access foreign tech
(or the more cynical might say, steal) –
hasn’t worked here.
China’s national champion SMIC
(Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation) started up over 20
years ago but announced only in 2019
that it would start making 14 nanometer (nm) chips. Meanwhile, the world
leader, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, or TSMC, is making 5
nm chips at scale and moving on to 3-

and 2-nm. Samsung is hanging in there
too. And because each jump in process
technology is brutally difficult, money is
not all you need. GlobalFoundries,spun
out of AMD in 2009, was backed by the
United Arab Emirates and had plenty of
money, but it gave up at 10 nm in the
early teens. It was just too hard, and it
was perfectly profitable to hang back and
produce less advanced chips.
Never say never when it comes to
China, but building a whole semiconductor value chain is hard.You need
design skills, manufacturing knowhow, and semiconductor equipment to
make the stuff. But more than that, you
need close working relationships with
customers and a collaborative ecosystem, where each part of the value chain
works closely with the others.
It has taken four decades to get to the
ecosystem we have now, and the amazing
thing is that there is value (and margin)
in each part of the chain. It starts with
designers at places like Apple designing
chips on EDA or Electronic Design Au-
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tomation tools – and there really are only
two leading EDA companies now. The
chip designers need to collaborate closely
with TSMC. And TSMC really needs to
collaborate closely with equipment makers like ASML. There are only a handful
of major equipment makers in the world
now, and they might be considered the
true arms dealers in the arms race.
Equipment is a big challenge for
China. Trade restrictions keep China
from accessing the most advanced equipment, and there is no other place to go.
There is no substitute, for example, for
what Netherlands-headquartered ASML
makes. ASML has a monopoly on something called EUV (extreme ultraviolet)
lithography, the process for etching very
small patterns onto silicon wafers. It was
not easy for ASML to get to where it is,
but nobody else now can do what it does.
Simplified, its technology involves pulsing molten tin exactly at the right time
with a laser thousands of times a second.
A series of mirrors and lasers create a
light beam that’s small enough to etch
lines a few atoms wide. These are not
regular mirrors and lasers either – only
one private company in the world makes
those lasers. And by the way, when ASML
succeeded, the other big lithography
player, Nikon, gave up and dropped out.
So none of this is easy – but not everyone has to be at the leading edge. The
chip shortages that you read about in the
newspaper for autos and the Internet-ofThings require much less advanced chips.
But the few companies who can do
what no one else can are extraordinarily
strategic – and that is why China and the
U.S. are turning semiconductors into a
geopolitical issue.

Source: TSMC
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ECONOMIC TRENDS

By Anne W. Doremus

The markets...looking back and ahead...
Two stock market truisms come to mind when I think about last year. The first is that “Markets climb a wall of worry.” The
continued spread of COVID, rising inflation, and the threat of higher rates all weighed on investors’ minds in 2021. The
second truism, “Don’t fight the Fed,” served as a kind of antidote to all this angst. Government support in the form of low
interest rates, an ever-expanding Fed balance sheet, and robust federal spending programs helped support both the economy
and stock prices last year.

Unfortunately, as we move into 2022
many of the same threats persist. The
Omicron virus is dampening economic
activity. Inflation continues to gain
ground and the path to higher rates
seems more certain than ever. In his recent congressional testimony, Fed Chair
Jay Powell described inflation as a severe
threat to the U.S. recovery and pledged
to curb rising prices by winding down
the bond buying program and, if necessary, raising interest rates.
What does this kind of paradigm
shift mean for investors? Let’s start with
the bond market. Higher interest rates
depress bond prices so a rising rate
forecast can’t be good news for bond
holders, right? Before you jump to sell
your bonds, however, it is important to
consider two things. First, bond investors have already priced in some of the
upward move in rates, with three 0.25%
increases widely expected in 2022.
Further rate increases are possible if the
Fed believes that inflation is becoming

entrenched in consumer expectations and
the economy more generally. To assess
this, Fed officials will be keeping a particularly close eye on wage growth (see chart
below). Wage gains tend to be “sticky” -once they rise, they tend not to fall back
-- and rising wages tend to cycle through
to higher prices as companies attempt to
pass their higher costs on to consumers.
Second, it is also important to keep in
mind the role bonds play in any portfolio.
Traditionally, bonds have both reduced
portfolio risk and provided a measure of
income. While the income offered today
is limited, losses in bonds are nothing
like the losses that can occur in the stock
market in any given year. Consider that
the worst one-year return in stocks over
the last 70 years was a decline of 39%
while the worst that bonds produced was
a mere 8% drop.
When thinking about the outlook for
equities, it is important to remember
that only two factors drive stock prices
in the long term; the growth in corpo-
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Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics

*2-quarter annualized percentage change, seasonally adjusted

rate earnings and the valuation level
(often measured by the P/E ratio)
that investors place on those earnings.
Let’s consider each of these separately.
Operating earnings of companies in the
S&P 500 gained 72% last year as the
economy rebounded from the pandemic-induced decline. While revenue
gains contributed, most of the increase
came from expanding profit margins. I
think the opposite dynamic is likely to
occur this year. Revenue gains should
mirror a rebound in economic activity,
but profit margins will be restrained by
rising costs for everything from labor
and energy to supply chain disrupted
commodities.
On the valuation side, stocks are no
longer cheap. At year-end, the S&P 500
was trading at just over 21x forward
earnings estimates, well above the
25-year average P/E of 16.8x. Historically, P/E ratios have not been terribly
helpful in predicting one-year stock
returns but they have proven useful
when predicting longer term results.
Today’s elevated P/E ratio suggests
muted annualized returns over the next
five years.
The outlook for stocks today is less
than exciting but I think there is some
reason for optimism. Investors looking
to put funds to work will find stocks
attractive when compared to other fully
valued sectors like bonds and commodities. Further, while stocks on average
look expensive today, pockets of opportunity can still be found in select areas
such as international shares, small cap
holdings, and cyclically oriented sectors
such as energy and finance.

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the
investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Hanson+Doremus Investment Management (“Hanson+Doremus”), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding
indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover,
you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from Hanson+Doremus. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue
discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. Hanson+Doremus is neither a law firm, nor a certified public accounting firm, and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or
accounting advice. A copy of Hanson+Doremus’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request or at www.hansondoremus.com
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